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October 13, 1966

Mr. Bill Tyner
35 Stirling Road
Belfast 6, Northern Ireland

Dear Brother Tyner:

We have received your good letters of October 9 and also the tape recording. As of yet I have not had the opportunity to audition the tape because of my out-of-town schedule, but I will be listening to it tomorrow. I am sure we will be able to use it. I will keep you informed regarding its use and its effectiveness.

I cannot say enough about the very excellent open letter have written to the brethren of Warren County, Tennessee. I do believe that because of letters like yours and others from Scotland that we will be able to convince the brethren there of the need to keep our program on Radio Scotland.

Thank you so much for the encouragement your letters bring and for the inspiration your immediate response has elicited within our hearts. We solicit your suggestions. We will be happy to make our program more effective as we learn of ways we can so do. We do believe that Herald of Truth has a great future and want you to know that we are pledged to making it an even better and better program with each week. We pray for your work and earnestly solicit your prayers for ours. We are partners in the gospel endeavor.

Fraternally yours,

John Allen Chalk
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